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Equifax judge trashes objectors in opinion approving $700 million class settlement

(Reuters) - More than 1,100 people whose personal information was compromised in a 2017 data breach at the credit reporting
agency Equifax filed objections to the company's proposed $700 million class action settlement of claims stemming from the
breach. In a 122-page opinion issued this week to explain his final approval of the settlement at a hearing in December, U.S.
District Judge Thomas Thrash of Atlanta thoroughly rejected the objectors' legal analysis, including their arguments that the deal
failed to account for distinctions among class members from states whose statutory damages for privacy violations vary widely.

But Judge Thrash didn't stop there. He deemed invalid more than 700 objections from class members who registered their
protests of the settlement via a chatbot created by the startup class action claim aggregator Class Action Inc. And he labeled
class action watchdog Ted Frank of the Hamilton Lincoln Law Institute – who has argued and won numerous federal-court
appeals for class members and who argued at the U.S. Supreme Court in 2018 against cy pres settlements – a "serial objector,"
lumping him in with attorneys who have faced court criticism for filing objections solely to extract payments from class counsel.

Judge Thrash said that Frank and Class Action Inc founder Reuben Metcalfe, who organized an Internet campaign to make
it easier for Equifax class members to object to the settlement, had promoted "false and misleading information" about the
Equifax deal to gin up objections.

Metcalfe and Frank rebutted those accusations on Friday. Metcalfe said in a phone interview that his criticism of the alternative
cash payout to some class members has been borne out in the Equifax claims process. Frank said in an email that Judge Thrash
failed to identify any statement by him or Hamilton Lincoln Law Institute that was false or misleading. The judge cited a New
York Times essay that quoted Frank and asserted that Frank was in cahoots with Metcalfe's chatbot objector campaign.

Frank noted that he did not write the Times piece and actually cast doubt, in an interview with me in the midst of the chatbot
campaign, on the utility of assembling a mass of form-letter objections. "Everything we presented to the court and said publicly
was true and correct," Frank said.

In covering Hamilton Lincoln Law Institute's objection on behalf of Frank and another Equifax class member, I had highlighted
its argument that the settlement failed to address an intraclass conflict between class members from states that permit generous
damages for privacy violations and those from states without such damages. The objection contended that class counsel should
have established subclasses to reflect the variation or should have sought the appointment of lawyers to represent the interests
of class members from states with different damages schemes.

Class counsel – Kenneth Canfield of Doffermyre Shields Canfield & Knowles, Amy Keller of DiCello Levitt Gutzler and
Norman Siegel of Stueve Siegel Hanson – argued in response that differences among state remedies are not significant enough to
warrant cumbersome subclasses, pointing out that several trial and appellate courts have approved data breach settlements over
intraclass conflict objections like the one Frank's counsel, Melissa Holyoak of Hamilton Lincoln, raised in his Equifax brief.

Judge Thrash agreed with class counsel, citing decisions granting final approval to data breach class action settlements involving
Target (2017 WL 2178306) and Anthem (327 F.R.D. 299). All of the members of the Equifax class, he said, were receiving
the significant benefit of assurances that their data would not be misused, via a beefed-up credit monitoring service, and
compensation for their costs, if any, to respond to the data breach.
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"Frank (has) not demonstrated how separate representation for state-specific subclasses would benefit anyone, let alone the
class as a whole, or that the state statutes as a practical matter provide any class members with a substantial remedy under
the facts presented," Judge Thrash wrote. "To the contrary, the court finds that it is unlikely that any individual class members
would have benefited in any material way from state statutory remedies under the circumstances of this case or from separate
representation for the purpose of advocating the alleged value of those remedies."

In all, Judge Thrash said, the settlement delivered relief even beyond what class members could have obtained at trial. The judge
said he recognized the frustration and anger of many objectors who believed they were eligible to receive $125 cash payments,
but he said their expectation was the result of flawed early reporting on the terms of the settlement, not of the deal itself.
Judge Thrash also acknowledged objectors who told him they believe Equifax should face stiffer penalties for leaving their data
exposed, but he said such penalties are beyond the court's authority. Overall, Judge Thrash said, only a minute percentage of
the 147 million members of the class wrote to him to express any objection at all.

Frank said in his email that trial judges generally frown on challenges to the adequacy of class representation because subclasses
complicate settlement. (Judge Thrash said just that, writing about the "staggering" complexity of requiring subclasses based on
different state laws.) But Frank said he's won three appeals based on intraclass conflict issues, even when trial courts have used
harsh language about him and his colleagues. He's planning to appeal this case as well.

"I'm comfortable taking these issues up to the 11th Circuit, which can't affirm without contradicting binding Supreme Court
precedent and creating a circuit split," he said.

Metcalfe, whose startup is intended to facilitate the filing of class action claims and earns revenue by taking a small percentage
of its members' recoveries from successful claims, told me he's disappointed that Judge Thrash refused to recognize consumers
who used his chatbot to register their objections to the Equifax deal. He said he's hoping the judge's opinion does not discourage
consumers from participating in class actions.

"It would be unfortunate if in cases in the future, consumers lost independent access to justice because of inaccurate opinions,"
Metcalfe said.

Class counsel Siegel of Stueve Siegel declined to comment.

(Reporting by Alison Frankel)
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